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How Biden Vaccine Mandate Will Test OSHA 

“President Joe Biden announced on Thursday that all staff at U.S. private-

sector firms with 100 or more employees will have to ensure staff are fully 

vaccinated or tested regularly. The Labor Department’s Occupational 

Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) is in charge of formulating and 

enforcing the rule, which will be rolled out in the coming weeks. But the 

agency is significantly understaffed, and its emergency rulemaking 

mechanism has a mixed track record. The mandate already faces 

Republican political opposition and promised legal challenges.” Full Article 

Insurance Journal 

UN Launches Disaster Insurance Program for 

Developing Countries 

“The United Nations Development Programme has launched an 

initiative to help governments and the private sector in developing 

countries provide insurance for crises such as pandemics and natural 

catastrophes, it said on Monday. Disaster recovery costs the world’s 

77 poorest countries an average of $29 billion annually, the UNDP 

said in a statement. Only 3% of this cost is covered by insurance, 

forcing countries to bear the cost of recovery themselves or rely on 

humanitarian aid, the UNDP added.”  Full Article    

Insurance Journal 

 States Struggle to Recruit and Retain Cyber-Security Pros  

“Aided by industry groups, the federal government and individual states have 

created training programs, competitions and scholarships in hopes of producing 

more cyber-security pros nationwide. Those strategies could take years to pay off, 

however. States have turned to outside contractors, civilian volunteers and National 

Guard units for help when their systems are taken down by ransomware and other 

hacks.”  Full Article 

Insurance Journal 
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  Racist Slurs in a Foreign Language Is Still Harassment    

“In Johnson v. PRIDE Indus., Inc., a Hispanic supervisor used “mayate,” which is the Spanish equivalent of the N-word, to refer to a 

Black employee in that employee’s presence, as well as on a regular basis with fellow Hispanic employees to refer to other Black 

employees. The Black employee also claimed that the Hispanic supervisor only called him “mijo” (son) or “manos” (hands) rather 

than by name. Additionally, the supervisor gave the Black employee less preferable assignments and hid his applications for 

promotion on several occasions, as well as hiding materials the Black employee needed to do his job.”  Full Article 

Shawe Rosenthal  

Immigration and Customs Enforcement Further 

Extends COVID-19 Related I-9 Compliance  

“On August 31, the day the current extension was set to 

expire, ICE announced that it extended the flexibilities relating 

to Form I-9 compliance for an additional four months, through 

December 31, 2021, due to ongoing COVID-19 precautions. 

This extension will continue to apply the guidance previously 

issued for employees hired on or after April 1, 2021 who 

work exclusively in a remote setting due to COVID-19-related 

precautions.”  Full Article  

Morgan Lewis   

To Screen or Not to Screen? Selective Drug Screening by Job Category   

“Question: Can we mandate a drug screening upon hire for some job types and not others? Answer: For some categories of 

heavily regulated jobs, such as those overseen by the U.S. Department of Transportation (e.g., over-the-road truck drivers, rail 

operators), drug screening as a condition of employment is mandatory by law. So, distinguishing between those categories of jobs 

and others is essentially necessary.”  Full Article 

Holland & Hart  

Vaccination Accommodation: Is that 

Religious Request Sincere?  

“Now that employers are becoming more aggressive in 

requiring employees to be vaccinated against COVID-19, 

we are also seeing a lot of requests from employees for 

religious exemptions.  The guidance issued by the U.S. 

Equal Employment Opportunity Commission says that 

employers can require employees to be vaccinated without 

violating federal law. However, they must try to 

accommodate employees who are unvaccinated due to a 

medical condition that precludes vaccination (which could 

include pregnancy) or a religious objection to the vaccine.”  

Full Article 

Constangy Brooks Smith & Prophete   

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS, HUMAN RESOURCES, & COMPLIANCE 

https://shawe.com/eupdate/racist-slurs-in-a-foreign-language-is-still-harassment/
https://www.morganlewis.com/pubs/2021/09/immigration-and-customs-enforcement-further-extends-covid-19-related-i-9-compliance
https://www.employerslawyersblog.com/2021/08/to-screen-or-not-to-screen-selective-drug-screening-by-job-category.html#page=1
https://www.constangy.com/employment-labor-insider/vaccination-accommodation-is-that-religious-request-sincere
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2022 Affordability Percentage Will Be Lower; 

Your Company's Health Plan May No Longer 

Be Affordable  

“Even if you do not increase your premiums at all this year, 

what was affordable last year may be unaffordable this 

year due to a reduction in the affordability percentage.... 

For example, if using the rate of pay safe harbor, premiums 

for an employee making $15/hour were affordable in 

2021 if they were less than $191.68. In 2022, for that 

same employee, the premium is affordable if less than 

$187.39.”  Full Article  

Graydon 

COBRA Subsidy Ends September 30: Don't Forget to Provide Notice!  

“If an AEI's period of coverage begins mid-month and extends into October, then the individual is entitled to the full subsidy for 

that entire period of coverage.  Unless the AEI is also reaching the end of the maximum COBRA coverage period at the end of 

September, the COBRA coverage must automatically continue, assuming that the AEI submits timely COBRA premium payments per 

the plan's normal COBRA procedures.”  Full Article 

Warner Norcross & Judd LLP 

When Does the Premium Subsidy End for a 

Biweekly COBRA Billing Cycle?  

“While The IRS has clarified that, under certain circumstances, 

subsidy availability will not be cut off on September 30. The 

subsidy will continue until the end of an AEI's last period of 

coverage that begins on or before September 30.” 

Full Article   

Thomson Reuters / EBIA 

Medicare Part D Notices Required Before October 15 
“The Medicare Part D notice requirement is generally straightforward, but [there are still] questions every year regarding these 

notices. This guide is designed to help answer some of the most common employer inquiries.” Full Article  

Fisher Phillips 

https://graydon.law/your-health-plan-may-no-longer-be-affordable-irs-lowers-affordability-percentage/
https://www.wnj.com/Publications/COBRA-Subsidy-Ends-September-30-%E2%80%94-Dont-Forget-to
https://tax.thomsonreuters.com/blog/when-does-the-premium-subsidy-end-for-a-biweekly-cobra-billing-cycle/
https://www.fisherphillips.com/news-insights/medicare-part-d-notices-october-15.html
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  Maintaining Employee Medical Information and COVID-19 

 “In employers’ urgency to ensure proper procedures are in place to create a safe and healthy workplace to protect against the 

spread of COVID-19, employers must maintain the privacy and security of employee medical information. Whether creating a 

mandatory vaccination or testing policy, implementing contact tracing procedures or merely questioning individual employees 

about health status, employers may be collecting or creating medical information and documentation on their employees that 

must be properly maintained and only communicated as strictly necessary.”  Full Article 

Frost Brown Todd    

FAQs on US employee privacy issues related 

to the COVID-19 vaccine 

“In addition to the issue of mandated COVID-19 vaccine 

policies, employers must also manage the related privacy 

risks. Below are some of the frequently asked questions 

surrounding the issues of employee privacy as it relates to the 

COVID-19 vaccine.”  Full Article 

Reed Smith   

“You Just Gotta Believe”: COVID-19 

Vaccination Religious Exemptions   

“COVID-19 vaccinations in the workplace are obviously a 

hot topic, especially in light of President Biden’s recent 

proposal that employers with 100 or more employees 

mandate vaccination or weekly testing. Most vaccine 

mandates, including the Biden proposal, include a 

religious exemption. But can someone just claim a religious 

exemption and that be it? Who decides whether it is 

legitimate or sincere? And what does the person seeking 

the exemption have to show? Unfortunately, how to 

handle a religious exemption is not an exact science.”  

Full Article  

Bradley  

Medicare and Medicaid Facilities Are Put On Notice: Employees Must Be Vaccinated 
“Medicare and Medicaid certified facilities will be required to ensure that their employees are vaccinated for COVID-19, the 

Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) announced on September 9, 2021. Healthcare providers with 100 or more 

employees also may be subject to a forthcoming Emergency Temporary Standard (ETS) from the U.S. Department of Labor’s 

Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) that also will require that employees be vaccinated for COVID-19. These 

mandates are part of President Biden’s new six-prong COVID-19 Action Plan (the Plan) that he announced last week.”  Full 

Article 

Akerman    

https://frostbrowntodd.com/maintaining-employee-medical-information-and-covid-19/#page=1
https://www.employmentlawwatch.com/2021/08/articles/employment/to-mandate-or-not-faqs-on-mandatory-vaccine-programs-for-employers/
https://www.employmentlawwatch.com/2021/08/articles/employment/to-mandate-or-not-faqs-on-mandatory-vaccine-programs-for-employers/
https://www.employmentlawwatch.com/2021/09/articles/employee-privacy/faqs-on-employee-privacy-issues-related-to-the-covid-19-vaccine/#page=1
https://www.employmentlawinsights.com/2021/09/president-biden-calls-his-shot-the-new-federal-vaccine-mandate-what-does-it-mean/?utm_source=Bradley+Arant+Boult+Cummings+LLP+-+Labor+%26+Employment+Insights&utm_campaign=3e064cc7d4-RSS_EMAIL_CAMPAIGN&utm_mediu
https://www.employmentlawinsights.com/2021/09/president-biden-calls-his-shot-the-new-federal-vaccine-mandate-what-does-it-mean/?utm_source=Bradley+Arant+Boult+Cummings+LLP+-+Labor+%26+Employment+Insights&utm_campaign=3e064cc7d4-RSS_EMAIL_CAMPAIGN&utm_mediu
https://www.jacksonlewis.com/publication/manufacturers-struggling-labor-shortage-time-review-background-check-processes
https://www.bradley.com/insights/publications/2021/09/you-just-gotta-believe-covid19-vaccination-religious-exemptions
https://www.cms.gov/newsroom/press-releases/biden-harris-administration-expand-vaccination-requirements-health-care-settings
https://www.akerman.com/en/perspectives/hrx-medicare-and-medicaid-facilities-are-put-on-notice-employees-must-be-vaccinated.html
https://www.akerman.com/en/perspectives/hrx-medicare-and-medicaid-facilities-are-put-on-notice-employees-must-be-vaccinated.html
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The Impact of the ACA Employer Shared Responsibility Rules and Wellness Program Limits on 

COVID-19 Premium Surcharges 

“A surcharge that passes muster under the ACA wellness rules does not necessarily guarantee compliance with the ADA provisions 
governing voluntary wellness programs. But since the EEOC has yet to issue guidance addressing the matter, employers are 

currently left to design their programs based on assumptions of what would be considered compliant.”  Full Article 

Mintz 

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS, HUMAN RESOURCES, & COMPLIANCE 

New Studies Show Efficacy of Telemedicine 

in Alcohol Use Disorder Treatment, as More 

Health Plans Explore Partnerships 

“During the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, the U.S. has 

experienced a troubling rise in alcohol consumption with 

parallels to an increased number of individuals struggling 

with alcohol use disorder (AUD). Enter a new wave of 

telemedicine-based virtual AUD treatment providers that 

reach providers and patients in a uniquely modern way.”  

Full Article  

Foley & Lardner LLP 

Trends in Health Savings Account Balances, Contributions, Distributions, and Investments and the 

Impact of COVID-19 

“Between 2011 and 2020, end-of-year account balances increased but remained low. Average total contributions -- combined 

individual and employer contributions -- increased. However, the average was just above the minimum allowable deductible 

amount for family coverage and less than one-half of the allowable contribution maximum for family coverage. Overall, just 

over half of accountholders withdrew funds.”  Full Article  

Employee Benefit Research Institute [EBRI] 

DOL's Laser Focus on Mental Health Parity: 

Practical Considerations for Plan Sponsors 

“Design and implement a comprehensive MHPAEA 

compliance program, including the designation of key 

personnel within the organization to be in charge of parity 

compliance; determine which vendors to contact; develop a 

list of specific questions; document all communications; 

analyze the data provided by the insurer/TPA and other 

vendors; complete the section of the DOL's MHPAEA Self-

Compliance Tool that relates to NQTLs, and; if needed, 

identify areas of concern and implement appropriate 

corrective action.”  Full Article   

Maynard Cooper & Gale 

https://www.mintz.com/insights-center/viewpoints/2226/2021-09-23-impact-aca-employer-shared-responsibility-rules-and
https://www.foley.com/en/insights/publications/2021/09/new-studies-telemedicine-alcohol-use-disorder
https://www.ebri.org/content/trends-in-health-savings-account-balances-contributions-distributions-and-investments-and-the-impact-of-covid-19
https://www.maynardcooper.com/the-dols-laser-focus-on-mental-health-parity-practical-considerations-for-plan-sponsors
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Reminder to Texas Employers: Update  

 
“As we reported in June, the Texas Labor Code was amended effective September 1 to expand liability 
for employers as to employee claims of sexual harassment. Specifically, the amendments to the Labor Code: 
1) Impose liability for sexual harassment claims on more employers, by expanding the protections of the 
Labor Code to employers with as few as one employee; 2) Open the door for potential individual liability 
by owners, supervisors, and managers for claims of sexual harassment; 3) Require an employer to take 
“immediate” and appropriate corrective action in response to a claim of sexual harassment, potentially 
accelerating an employer’s need under federal law to take “prompt” remedial action; and 4) Increase the 
Charge-filing period for those claiming sexual harassment from 180 days to 300 days.”  Full Article              

Dykema Gossett        

 
 

STATE & INTERNATIONAL COMPLIANCE 

  

NY HERO Act Update: Deadline to Distribute and Post Safety Plan Days Away  
  

“As previously reported, the New York Department of Labor has published general and industry-specific 
model disease prevention protocols under the New York HERO Act. Employers were required to either adopt 
one of the DOL’s models or create their own airborne disease prevention plan that meets or exceeds the 

minimum requirements of the law.” Full Article 

Seyfarth Shaw     

NEW YORK 

 New Jersey Cannabis Regulatory Commission Temporarily Waives Requirement for Employers to 

Conduct Physical Examinations in Connection with Cannabis Drug Testing  
  

“On August 19, 2021, the New Jersey Cannabis Regulatory Commission (the “Commission”) published its long
-awaited first set of Personal Use Cannabis Rules (the “Initial Rules”) regarding recreational cannabis use for 
adults age 21 and over under the New Jersey Cannabis Regulatory, Enforcement Assistance, and 

Marketplace Modernization Act (“NJCREAMMA”).”  Full Article 

Cole Schotz  

  

  New Laws Passed in New Jersey Designed to Identify and Penalize Employers Who Misclassify 

Employees as Independent Contractors 
  

 

“On July 8, 2021, Governor Murphy signed four bills into law which make it easier for the state to (i) 
identify employers who misclassify employees as independent contractors, and (ii) penalize employers for 

such misclassification. Highlights from each of these four laws are summarized below.”  Full Article 

Sheppard Mullin 

NEW JERSEY 

 

 

 

  
Illinois Expands the Victims’ Economic Security and Safety Act 

   

“On August 20, 2021, Governor J.B. Pritzker signed Illinois House Bill 3582, which takes effect on January 1, 

2022 and amends the Victims’ Economic Security and Safety Act (VESSA) in several ways. This law entitles 

employees who are victims of domestic violence, sexual violence, or gender violence (or whose family 

members or household members are victims of such violence) to take unpaid leave from work to address 

issues related to the violence.”  Full Article 

Littler Mendelson  

TEXAS 

ILLINOIS 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.laboremployment-lawblog.com/texas-law-expands-liability-for-sexual-harassment
https://www.laboremployment-lawblog.com/reminder-to-texas-employers-update-your-harassment#page=1
https://www.environmentalsafetyupdate.com/states/new-york/ny-hero-act-update-deadline-to-distribute-and-post-safety-plan-days-away/#page=1
https://www.csemploymentblog.com/2021/09/articles/employment-policies-and-practi/new-jersey-cannabis-regulatory-commission-temporarily-waives-requirement-for-employers-to-conduct-physical-examinations-in-connection-with-cannabis-drug-testing/#page=1
https://www.laboremploymentlawblog.com/2021/09/articles/misclassification/new-laws-new-jersey-misclassify-employees-independent-contractors/#page=1
https://www.littler.com/publication-press/publication/illinois-expands-victims-economic-security-and-safety-act
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Withholding Requirements for Remote Workers  

   

“Due to the rise in remote work caused by the pandemic, the State has provided further guidance with 
respect to employer withholding requirements for South Carolina employees who are working remotely due 
to COVID-19, extending temporarily relief on certain nexus and withholding requirements through December 

31, 2021.”  Full Article 

Womble Bond Dickinson   

SOUTH CAROLINA 

 

 
Missouri Now Requires Employers to Provide Leave and Accommodations for Victims of Domestic 

and Sexual Violence 

 
“On August 28, 2021, Missouri’s new Victims Economic Safety and Security Act (VESSA) took effect. The 
statute requires employers with at least 20 employees to provide employees who have experienced 
domestic or sexual violence with unpaid leave and reasonable safety accommodations. VESSA also requires 

qualifying employers to comply with employee notice obligations by October 27, 2021.”  Full Article 

Lewis Rice 

MISSOURI 

 

  
Maine’s Public Sector Employers Will Be Subject To OSHA COVID-19 Vaccination Mandate  

  

“The Maine Department of Labor announced on September 17, 2021 that the state’s public sector employees 
will be subject to President Biden’s COVID-19 vaccine mandate due to Maine’s state plan agreement with the 

federal government.” Full Article 

Littler Mendelson         

 
After the Storm: Employers Obligations Following Natural Disasters 

   

“When natural disasters such as hurricanes hit, employers must be mindful of their responsibilities under state 
and federal law. With Louisiana as illustration, this article highlights nine critical points about compensation, 

communication, benefits, and leave employers should pay attention to after a disaster.” Full Article 

Jackson Lewis 

 
Florida Businesses Required to Report Independent Contractor Hires Effective 1 October 2021 

   

“Effective 1 October 2021, certain Florida businesses will be required to submit new hire information for their 

independent contractors to the Florida Department of Revenue.”  Full Article 

K&L Gates 

            

MAINE 

 

LOUISIANA 

 

FLORIDA 

 

https://www.womblebonddickinson.com/us/insights/alerts/withholding-requirements-remote-workers
https://www.lewisrice.com/publications/missouri-now-requires-employers-to-provide-leave-and-accommodations-for-victims-of-domestic-and-sexual-violence/
https://www.littler.com/publication-press/publication/maines-public-sector-employers-will-be-subject-osha-covid-19
https://www.jacksonlewis.com/publication/after-storm-employers-obligations-following-natural-disasters
https://www.klgates.com/Florida-Business-Required-to-Report-Independent-Contractor-Hires-Effective-1-October-2021-9-16-2021

